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Abstract 
We characterize the torsion-free abelian groups G of finite rank such that Hom( -, G) de- 
fines a rank preserving duality on the category of End(G)-submodules of finite sums of copies 
of G. Our results provide a maximal extension of Warfield’s duality result for torsion-free groups 
of finite rank. In order to obtain our extension, we study the torsion-free abelian groups G for 
which G $, Hom(Hom(G,G),G). @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Muth. Subj. Cluss.: 13, 18, 20 
In 1968 Warfield published what has become one of the most widely cited arti- 
cles concerning torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank. One subject of [26] was a 
generalization of the classical vector space duality providing a refinement to the gcn- 
era1 Morita theorem. Recall that a duality between categories & and $S consists of 
a pair of contravariant functors 
and G o F quf I ,J. Given an 
those abelian groups that are 
sums of A. 
F:&+.S? and G:a‘--t,& such that FOG?,,, I,# 
abelian group A, define A, to be the category of 
isomorphic to End(A)-submodules of finite direct 
When A is a rank-l group, Warfield showed that the functor F = Hom( -,A) : M,, 4 
&‘,, defines a rank preserving duality in that FoF is naturally equivalent to the identity. 
Generalizations of Warfield’s duality theorem have been obtained for ring extensions 
of Z, mixed abelian groups, and non-locally free groups (see for example [4,5,8, I l- 
13,22,25,27]). It is the goal of this paper to determine the torsion-free abelian groups 
G of finite rank for which Hom(-, G) : ~2’~ -j A’G defines a rank preserving dual- 
ity, providing in one sense a maximal extension of Warfield’s duality result. The 
characterization (Theorem 6) can be expressed in terms of purity conditions. It can 
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also be expressed as an exactness property of Hom( -, G) plus conditions on E(G). 
See Theorem 6 for details. All groups mentioned here are torsion-free and abelian. 
Applications of Warfield’s duality result abound. For example, Warfield duality has 
been applied by Reid in [22] to investigate the structure of his irreducible groups, and 
was used in [3] to develop the structure of quasi-pure projective groups from that of the 
quasi-pure injective groups. In the study of Butler groups one of the most desirable tools 
is a rank preserving duality between classes of Butler groups. Warfield duality provides 
this tool for locally free Butler groups. Other researchers have produced duality timctors 
which work for general Butler groups but for technical reasons, these functors are only 
defined on the quasi-category (see [4,25] for example). In this regard it is note-worthy 
that in the situation that & and .@ are categories of torsion-free abelian groups with the 
standard homomorphisms such that _CZ! is closed under the formation of rank one pure 
subgroups and direct sums, then given any duality F : s? + $3 and G : 99 + a?, such 
that F preserves ranks, there is a rank one group A satisfying F, G qal Hom(-,A) [S]. 
As an initial step in extending Warfield’s duality result we observe, if Hom( -, G) : 
Jif~ + &G defines a duality, then G must satisfy G Nnot Hom(Hom(G, G), G). Such 
a group will be called self-re@xive. A classification of the self-reflexive groups with 
finite rank endomorphism rings is given in Section 1. In Section 2 we show in case 
rank G = rank End(G) is finite, that G is self-reflexive if and only if End(G) is an E- 
ring. Our results enable a complete and readily accessible description of the torsion-free 
groups G of finite rank for which Hom(-, G): &tftG + A?’ defines a rank preserving 
duality. We leave open the study self-reflexive groups G with rank E(G) <rank G other 
than showing that these groups are not characterized by having endomorphism rings 
which are E-rings. The properties of the functor Hom(-, G), in general, seems to be 
extremely involved, and we believe merits further study. 
1. When G is self-reflexive 
We will call a group G, selflrejexive, when G Znat Hom(Hom(G, G), G). Recall that 
the natural map from G into Hom(Hom(G, G), G) sends x E G to sX which constitutes 
evaluation at x as a map from Hom(G, G) to G. Our initial interest is in the description 
of self-reflexive groups and G will signify a candidate for one throughout this paper. 
Following convention, the symbol E(G) is used to represent the endomorphism ring 
of G (as an abelian group). This partner to G, E(G), will be denoted by R throughout 
this paper. 
Proposition 1. G is seljhjlexiue if’ and only if Hom(R, G) = HomR(R, G). 
Proof. If G is self-reflexive then Hom(R, G) is identifiable with G via the assign- 
ment of x E G to sX : R --) G. Since each ax is a left R-module map, we conclude that 
Hom(R, G) = HomR(R, G). The converse is obtained analogously. 0 
We will now present some general properties of self-reflexive torsion-free groups. 
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Proposition 2. If G is self-reflexive with endomorphism ring R, then Hom(A4, G) = 
HomR(M, G) for any R-module M. 
Proof. Let M be any R-module and select a free resolution 
of M. Once we apply the ftmctor Hom( -, G), we find that Hom(M, G) < Hom(@,R, G) 
= II,Hom(R, G) = U,HomR(R, G). The second equality results from Proposition 1, and 
Proposition 2 then follows. 0 
The quasi-category 3 is the category of torsion-free groups with morphisms 
Homg(G, H) = Q Hom(G, H), where Q represents the field of rational numbers. Two 
torsion-free groups G and H are called quasi-isomorphic if they are isomorphic in 
the quasi-category 9. We call G strongly indecomposable, when G is indecomposable 
in A?. 
The verification of (1) below is straightforward, and (2) is a consequence of (1). 
Proposition 3. For any torsion-free group G: 
(1) HomR(R, G) is a pure subgroup of Hom(R, G). 
(2) If G is quasi-isomorphic to a self-reflexive group, then G is self-rejexive. 
The ideas of the Niedzwecki and Reid [20] paper can be used to derive a fundamental 
property of self-reflexive groups. 
Theorem 1 (Niedzwecki and Reid [20]). Zf G is self-rejexive, then E(G) is an E- 
ring. 
Proof. Consider the class V of all left R-modules A4 for which Hom(R,M) = 
HomR(R,M). Then 9? is closed under the formation of submodules and direct products. 
When G is self-reflexive and R = E(G) then R1annR.x “Rx is a submodule of G and 
therefore belongs to +Z for any x E G. Furthermore, since G is a faithful R-module, R 
embeds in 17 x,=oR/annR(x), so due to the closure properties of %? mentioned initially, 
R belongs to %. Thus, Hom(R,R) =HOrnR(R,R), and R is an E-ring by definition. 0 
Given any commutative ring R, an R-module A4 is called an E-module when 
Hom(R,M) = HomR(R,M). Since E-rings are necessarily commutative, Theorem 1 im- 
plies that self-reflexive groups have commutative endomorphism rings. Therefore, by 
Proposition 1, G is self-reflexive if and only if G is an E-module relative to R = E(G). 
The study of E-modules was initiated in [6] and furthered in [20]. 
From the structure theorem for finite rank E-rings one can obtain a description of 
the self-reflexive groups with finite rank endomorphism rings. Two subgroups A and B 
of a group C are called quasi-equal, written A A B, if for some integer m # 0, mA 2 B 
and mBCA. 
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Theorem 2. Assume that E(G) is torsion-free ofjinite rank. Then G is self-reflexive ij 
and only if G is quasi-isomorphic to G1 $. . @ G,, such that each E(Gj) is a strongly 
indecomposable E-ring, and Gj is self-reflexive with Hom(E(Gi), Gj) = 0 for i # j. 
Proof. Assume that G is self-reflexive with the finite rank endomorphism ring R= 
E(G). By the Niedzwecki-Reid theorem, R is an E-ring. By the structure theorem for 
finite rank E-rings (see [2]), R is quasi-equal to a product RI x . . x R, where each Rj 
is a strongly indecomposable E-ring. Once we set Gj = RjG (formed inside QG), we. 
have that G-G1 $.. . @ G,. Since Rj C E(Gj) while E( G, @ . @ G,) is quasi-equal 
to R, x ... x R,, we infer that R/ is quasi-equal to E(Gj). 
For the sake of improved clarity, by Proposition 3(2) we may assume that Ri = E(Gi) 
is a strongly indecomposable E-ring and that G = Gi @ . . . @ G,. From Proposition 2, 
Hom(Ri, G) = HomR(Ri, G) so if e, is the standard idempotent in R = RI x . . x R, with 
a 1 in the ith-component and O’s elsewhere, any f E Hom(R;, Gj) satisfies f (ef) = eif 
(ei) E eiGj = 0 when i # j. Clearly this implies that f = 0. The natural isomorphism 
GZHom(R,G)=Hom(Ri,Gi)$... @ Hom(R,, G,), must send Gj naturally onto 
Hom(Rj, Gj), from which we infer that each Gj is self-reflexive. 
The converse is straightforward once we observe that Hom(Ri, Gi) = 0 implies Horn 
(Gi, Gj) = 0 as well. TO see this, suppose 0 # f E Hom(Gi, Gj) and x E Gi with f(x) # 0. 
Set sX : Ri + Gi to be the map defining evaluation at x. Then, f EX E Hom(Rj, Gj) and 
0 # f(x) = f cX( lo, ) E Gj, contrary to the assumption. 0 
For example, any subring of Q is an E-ring, so if G is quasi-isomorphic to 
Ai @...QA, with E(A,),..., ,!?(A,) rank-l and pairwise incomparable, then G is self- 
reflexive by Theorem 2. The following is a consequence of Proposition 1 and 
Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. Let G have the finite rank endomorphism ring R. Then G is seu-reflexive 
if and only if G quasi-decomposes as G1 @. . C$ G, with Gj strongly indecomposable 
and an E-module relative to E(G,j), and Hom(E(Gi), Gj) = 0 whenever i # j. 
2. Examples of self-reflexive groups 
An extensive study of E-modules is presented in [ 171 where criteria are presented 
which allow one to construct and to determine E-modules relative to a given torsion- 
free finite rank commutative ring R. In combination with the results from the Mader- 
Vinsonhaler article, Corollary 1 can be said to provide a complete characterization of 
the self-reflexive groups having finite rank endomorphism rings. 
However the structure of general E-modules is rather complex. Given a strongly 
indecomposable group G with R = E(G) an integral domain, in [ 171, G is determined 
to be an E-module precisely when certain character modules in the Galois closure of 
QR are E-modules. We seek simpler conditions which will determine when a group is 
self-reflexive. 
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Example 1. Suppose G is a group such that for some prime p, r&E(G)) = 1 and 
p”G = 0. Then G is self-reflexive. 
Proof. In [ 131 it is shown that with R = E(G), if p’“R = 0 and rp(R) = 1, then R is 
an E-ring. Also, it was shown that Hom(H,G)= HomR(H, G) for any R-module H 
which satisfies p’OH = 0. Thus, Hom(R, G) = HomR(R, G) and our claim follows from 
Proposition 1. 0 
The criteria of Example 1 are easily applicable and allow us, in some cases, to 
circumvent the lengthy process of deciding when a given group G with endomorphism 
ring R is an E-module relative to R [ 171. For the remainder of the paper we will adopt 
the nonstandard terminology appearing next. 
Definition. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group which is a module over the finite 
rank ring R. If R is quasi-equal to a product RI x . x R, with each Rj an integral 
domain, then QG decomposes as fi @. . . ~3 V,, where K is a vector space over the field 
QRI. The R-runk of G is defined as the maximum of dimQR, I$ over all j. 
In particular, given a self-reflexive group G with E(G) of finite rank, write 
G k Gi @. . @G, as in Theorem 2, with each G, a torsion-free module over the 
integral domain E(Gj). Then the E(G)-rank of G is the maximum of {E(G,)-rank 
Gj lj= l,..., n}. A straightforward method for obtaining self-reflexive groups of rank 
one as modules over their endomorphism rings is presented now. We refer to the set 
of integral primes {p 1 pA #A} as supp(A). 
Proposition 4. Let R he u finite rank E-ring and suppose that J is an ideal of R 
with EndR(J)= R. If A is u runk-1 group with supp(R)c supp(A), then G= J @Z A 
is self-rq?exive of E(G)-rank one and satisjes E(G) = R. 
Proof. By the adjoint relationship between the Horn, tensor pair (Theorem 2.11 in 
[23]), E(G)=Hom(J~A,J~A)=Hom(J,Hom(A,J~A))=Hom(J,J~~(A))=E(J). 
As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2, R is quasi-equal to a product of integral 
domains. The condition EndR(J) = R clearly implies that J is a faithful R-module. 
Furthermore, by considering the structure of R, we find there is an element e E J 
such that Re” R (i.e. J contains a regular element of R). This implies that R/J is 
finite. 
Because R+ is self-reflexive, J+ is self-reflexive by Proposition 3(2). Set S = E(J) 
which is equal to Ends(J) by Proposition 2. Then R C S which means R C Ends(J) = 
S 2 EndR(J) = R, from which S = R is drawn. Thus, R = E(J) = E(G). To show that 
G is self-reflexive we call upon Corollary 3.5 in [17]. This result asserts the existence 
of a finite set n of primes such that R, = npEn R, is still an E-ring. We will verify 
that Hom(R, G) = HomR(R, G). 
Since rc C supp(R) C supp(A), pA #A whenever p E n, and consequently (R @ A)n 
“R,. Because G is contained in (R @C A),, Hom(R, G) < Hom(R,(R @ A),) ” 
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Hom(R, R,) = Hom(R,,R,). But R, is still an E-ring so Hom(R,, R,) = HomR,(R,, R,). 
We draw the conclusion that any homomorhpism from R into R, is an R-module ho- 
momorphism, so Hom(R, G) = HomR(R, G), and G is self-reflexive by Proposition 1. 
r? 
Example 2. Let R be a subring of an algebraic number field and an E-ring for which 
supp(R) is infinite. Then, for any n > 1, there is a strongly indecomposable self-reflexive 
group G with E(G) = R and R-rank G = n. 
Proof. Write supp(R) = S1 Ij. . Ij Sn+, (disjoint union) with Sj infinite for each j. Set 
Aj equal to the additive subgroup of Q generated by l/p for each p E S,. Form B/ = AjR 
inside F = QR and recall that Bj “R @Z Aj is self-reflexive with endomorphism ring R 
by Proposition 4. 
Fix an F-vector space, V= Fxl 62. .. @Fx,. Set G =Blxl $ ... @B,x, + B,+, 
(x1 + . + x,) inside V. It is well-known that Rf is homogeneous (i.e. any two el- 
ements have the same type). Therefore, each Bj is homogeneous of type = typeAj 
SO Hom(Bi,Bj) =0 when i # j. If 12 = 1, then GE (Al + A2)R is self-reflexive by 
Proposition 4. If n > 2, then all Bjxj and B,+l(xl + . . + x,) are R-pure and fully 
invariant in G. Hence, if A E E(G), then 21 B+, = multiplication by some rj E R for 
j= 1,. . . , n, and ~IB,+,(~,+...+~,) = multiplication by r E R. Consequently, i.(xi + . . . + 
x,)=r,x, f... + r,x, = r(x~ + . + xn), and Y = Yj for each j. Le. E(G) = R. 
We will show that HomR(R, G) = Hom(R, G) by induction on n: the case n = 1 is 
settled by Propositions 1 and 4. Set X = B x 1 1, an R-pure, R-rank-l submodule of G. 
It is routine to show that G/X ” G’ where G’ = B~XZ $ @ B,x, + B,,+l(xz +. . +x,) 
and thus Hom(R, G’) = HomR(R,G’) by induction. Denote the quotient map from G 
onto G/X by CI, and let f E Hom(R, G). 
Since of E Hom(R, G/X), af is an R-module map by induction. This means for 
each r E R, f(r) + X = rf( 1) + X. With g(r) = f(r) - rf( 1 ), we notice ag = 0. So 
g E Ker(Hom(R, G) + Hom(R, G/X)) = Hom(R,X) = HomR(R,X) with g( 1) = 0 imply- 
ing g = 0. Therefore f is right multiplication by f( 1) which is an R-module map. 
0 
For a given a strongly indecomposable E-ring R, there is a variety of ways to 
construct a torsion-free R-module G with E(G) = R. In reference to Example 3 below, 
not all of these methods yield an E-module relative to R. However, as long as r,(R) = 1 
and p”R = 0, and the construction forces p”‘G = 0 for some p, we are assured that G 
is self-reflexive by Example 1. For instance, if G is constructed via Comer’s method 
[9, Vol. II, p. 2311, then G is self-reflexive. 
Proposition 5. Let G be strongly indecomposable and self-reflexive of rank one over 
the jinite rank ring E(G). Then G is homogeneous. Moreover, if R = E(G) is an 
integral domain such that for any integral prime p, either pR = R or pR is a prime 
ideal of R, then there is a rank-l group A, and some ideal J of R with EndR(J) = R, 
and supp(A) = supp(J) and for which G “J @A. 
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Proof. Suppose that G is strongly indecomposable and self-reflexive of R-rank one. By 
Theorem 2, R is an E-ring and a subring of the algebraic number field QR. Since G is 
a rank one R-module, we may assume as usual that G C QR. Let A be a rank-l pure 
subgroup of G. Then R ~3 A 2 RA 5 G is an R-rank one submodule of G from which it 
follows that G/RA, as a subgroup of QRIRA, is torsion as an abelian group. To show 
that G is homogeneous, let B represent a rank- 1 pure subgroup of G. Then rA n B # 0 
for some r E R. This implies that rA C B since B is pure in G. Thus type A 5 type B, 
and consequently G is homogeneous. 
Suppose that R satisfies the conditions as stated. We note that under these circum- 
stances, spec(R) = { pR 1 pR # R}. Th e rings of this type are called strongly homoge- 
neous rings in [l] where it is shown that these rings are precisely the subrings of 
algebraic number fields such that every element of R is an integral multiple of a unit 
of R. In particular, R is a pid. Set H = Hom(A, G). It is well-known that H @A % G 
(see [26]), and that H is homogeneous having the same type as R. We must show that 
H is isomorphic to an ideal of R. 
Since R is a pid, we can compute the R-type of a given 0 # h E H. This R-type 
determines H up to isomorphism as a rank-l R-module. Moreover, H is isomorphic to 
an ideal of R if and only if the R-type of H = the R-type R. Fix 0 #h E H. 
Suppose h E pH for infinitely many irreducible elements p E R which are non- 
associates (i.e. the R-type of h # the R-type R). Each irreducible element generates 
a prime ideal of R, so, up to unit multiples, the only irreducible elements belong to 
{p E Z 1 pR # R}. But then h E pH for infinitely many integral primes p in supp(R), 
which contradicts the property that H is homogeneous as a group with the same type 
as R. Therefore, the R-type of H is the same as the R-type of R, and H is isomorphic 
to an ideal of R. 0 
Proposition 5 leads to the observation that the class of strongly indecomposable 
self-reflexive groups G of E(G)-rank one properly contains the homogeneous strongly 
indecomposable groups which are either qpi [3], weakly qpi [14], or strongly homo- 
geneous [ 11. 
In order to replicate Warheld’s duality result in a more general context, we need 
a suitable replacement for the rank one groups. We now give a plain description 
of the self-reflexive groups, rank one (in the extended sense) as modules over their 
endomorphism rings. 
Theorem 3. Let G and R = E(G) have the same $nite rank. Then G is self-rejexivr 
of R-rank one if and only if R is an E-ring. 
Proof. By the Niedzwecki-Reid theorem we need only show that G is self-reflexive 
when R is an E-ring. Suppose R is an E-ring. As in the proof of Theorem 2, R is 
quasi-equal to a product RI x . . . x R, with each Ri an E-ring which is an integral 
domain. Moreover from Chapters 9 and 10 in [2], the integral closure R, of R in QR 
is the product Ri x . . . x I?, where Rj is the integral closure of Rj in QRj. It follows 
that each Ri is Dedekind and R is hereditary. 
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Set Gj (inside QG) SO that G =RG= Gi @ . ‘. $ G,. The Z-endomorphism 
ring of G is a finite extension of the ring R containing R, so it must be that E(G) = 1 
because R is integrally closed. Since G is quasi-equal to G, we may assume, from 
Proposition 3(2), that G = G and that R= E(G) is a product of Dedekind domains 
(and drop the bar notation). This will not affect the rank of the module over its 
endomorphism ring. 
For each j, QGj is a vector space of dimension dj over the field QRj. Computing 
torsion-free ranks, rank G = Cjdj(rank Rj) = rank R. We infer that every dj = 1 and Gj 
is a rank-l module over Rj. By our definition, G is rank one over R. To complete the 
proof we need to show that G is self-reflexive, and by Theorem 2 it is sufficient to 
assume G = Gi . 
Since R is commutative we have R & EndR(G) C E(G) = R. Hence G is a rank one 
R-module whose R-endomorphism ring is R. Since R is Dedekind, it is well-known that 
localizing at P E spec(R) yields Rp = EndR,(Gp). It follows that R, = EndRp(G,) for 
any integral prime p and therefore that EndR,( G,) = R, for any finite set of primes rc. 
Again we refer to Corollary 3.5 in [17]; there is a finite set rc of integral primes 
such that R, = npEn R, is still an E-ring. This makes R, a pid since R, is Dedekind 
with only finitely many prime ideals. From above, EndR,(G,) = R,, so as in the proof 
of Proposition 5, after computing the RX-type of G, we see that G, must be iso- 
morphic to an ideal of R,. We conclude that G, and R, must be isomorphic as 
R-modules. 
We now simulate an argument in the proof of Proposition 4. Embedding G into 
G, induces an embedding of Hom(R, G) into Hom(R,G,). But then, Hom(R,G,)= 
Hom(R,, G,) ” Hom(R,, R,) = HomR,(R,, R,) = R, since R, is still an E-ring. It fol- 
lows that Hom(R, G,) = HomR(R, G,) and since Hom(R, G) < Hom(R, G,), Hom(R, 
G) = HomR(R, G). Thus, G is self-reflexive by Proposition 1. 0 
One wonders if this last result does not generalize. Perhaps the converse of the 
Niedzwecki-Reid theorem holds. The following example shows that it does not. 
Example 3. There is a strongly indecomposable E-ring R and a torsion-free R-module 
G of rank two as a module over E(G) = R, but G is not self-reflexive. 
Proof. The integral prime 5 splits completely in the number ring Z[i]. Set R = 
Z[il(l+2i) n flp+ p Z [il. Then, the 5-rank of R = dim R/5R = 1 which is the inertial de- 
gree of (1 + 2i) over 5 in Z[i] [ 181. So, R is an E-ring (Example 1) which is also a 
pid (as the intersection of localizations of the pidZ[i]). We construct G using the tech- 
nique of Example 2 and consider the rank one R-modules in QR: RI = R[ k], R2 = R[ i] 
and R3 = R[ i], Inside a two-dimensional vector space V = Fxl @ Fx2 where F = Q[i], 
set x3 =x1 +x2 and take G = Rlxl @I R2x2 + Rsxs. 
Both R2 and R3 are E-rings by Example 1. As in the proofs of Proposition 4 and 
Theorem 3, Hom(R, Rk) = HomR(R,Rk) for k = 2,3 since each of R2 and Rs are them- 
selves E-rings. On the other hand, we observe that RI = Z[i, i] so that Hom(R, RI ) has 
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rank 4 as an abelian group (in the terminology of [26], the outer type of R is smaller 
than the inner type of RI ). Let A E E(G). 
Each of the additive subgroups RjXj, j = 1,2,3, is fully invariant in G implying 
that ij = &, E E(R,). For j = 2,3, 3bj is left multiplication by some element tj in R/- 
since Rj is an E-ring. But 1 applied to any rxl frx2 - rxxg must be zero as well as 
/1, (r)xI + rt2x-r&x3. This implies that 11 is multiplication by t2 = t3 E R2 n R3 = R, and 
consequently so is 1. However, Hom(R, G) contains the rank-6 group Hom(R, RI $ R2) 
and therefore properly contains the rank-4 group HomR(R, G) N G, so G is not self- 
reflexive by Proposition 1. 0 
3. G-reflexive groups 
For the remainder of this paper, G will represent a self-reflexive group with finite 
rank endomorphism ring R. With G fixed, we will use M* to represent Hom(M, G) 
and call the group M, G-reflexive, when M gnat A4**. A significant consequence of 
Proposition 2, appearing below, is that the structure of G-reflexive groups for general 
self-reflexive groups G is quite complicated. The proof is direct. 
Proposition 6. Assume that G is self-rejlexive. Then M is G-rejlexive if and only ij 
M gnat HomR(ZZomR(M, G), G). 
This implies 
Corollary 2. Assume that G is self-reflexive. Zf M is G-rejexive, then M is an 
E-module relative to E(G). 
Proof. By Proposition 6, M ” HomR(Hom&4, G), G). We will next show that A4 em- 
beds as an R-module in a product G ‘. In general, for any module N, the standard 
embedding of HomR(N, G) into GN is given by the assignment of f E Horn&V, G) to 
(f(x) 1 x EN) E GN. Thus, for Z = Horn&V, G), the R-module M is isomorphic to a 
submodule of G’. Once we identify M with this submodule, since G is self-reflexive 
from Proposition 1 we obtain, Hom(R,M) 5 Hom(R, G’) = ZZ, HomR(R, G) which im- 
plies Hom(R,M) = HomR(R,M). 0 
A study of the functor Hom( -, G) when G is self-reflexive and E(G) = 2 seems to 
be extremely involved, and we believe is worthy of further investigation. When rank 
G = rank E(G) and G is self-reflexive, we are able to obtain satisfying results. Recall, 
the E(G)-rank of a self-reflexive group is taken to be the maximum of {E(Gj)-rank 
Gj jj= 1,. ..,n} when GAGi @ ... @ G,, is the decomposition afforded by Theorem 2. 
As conveyed in the proof of Theorem 3, due to the results from [2] it follows that 
whenever R is quasi-equal to a direct product of subrings of algebraic number fields, 
the integral closure, R, of R in QR is a direct product of Dedekind domains, and 
contains R as a subring of finite index. 
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Definition. If R = E(G) has finite rank and G is self-reflexive, set 
z(R) = II/RI. 
where R is the integral closure of R in QR. 
We note that when R has finite rank and G is self-reflexive of E(G)-rank one, G 
must have finite rank as well, and hence so does each member of &‘G. The remainder 
of the paper will be devoted to investigating various extensions Warfield’s duality result 
to self-reflexive groups G of E(G)-rank one which are torsion-free of finite rank. In 
order to mask apparent deficiencies in the endomorphism ring of G we must trim the 
class J~YG in general. 
Definition. Let 9~ be the class of torsion-free groups M of finite rank such that M is 
isomorphic to an R-submodule of a product of copies of G which is p-pure whenever 
p divides z(R). 
Lemma 1. Let R be a commutative ring, and G a torsion-free group which is an 
R-module, and let M = HomR(N, G) f or some R-module N. Then the natural embed- 
ding of M into GN is an R-module embedding, and the image of M is a pure subgroup 
of GN. 
Proof. The natural embedding of M into GN is discussed in the proof of Corol- 
lary 2 and sends f EM to the tuple (f(x) 1 x E N) E GN. To see that this R-module 
embedding is pure with respect to Z, suppose ka = (f(x) 1 x E N) for some integer k, 
some f E HomR(N, G) and some c( E G N. Either f(N) C kG, or, there is an x EN with 
f(x) $ kG. The latter possibility is prohibited by consideration of the xth-component 
of ka = (f(y) 1 y E N). In the first case, $ f E HomR(N, G) and x = (i f (x) Ix E N) be- 
longs to the image of the natural embedding of M into GN. This confirms the claim 
of purity. 0 
Theorem 4. Let G and M have jinite rank, with G self-rejexive of E(G)-rank one. 
Then, M is G-rejexive if and only if M belongs to 9%. 
Proof. If M is G-reflexive, it follows from Proposition 6 that M Enar HomR(N,G), 
where N = HomR(M, G). By Lemma 1, M belongs to 9~; so now we must substan- 
tiate the converse. As in Theorem 3, we pass to the integral closure R of R in QR. 
Specifically, set G = RG and A? = m (defined inside QM). Then A? embeds in a 
product of copies of G and is an j-module. By Proposition 3(2), G is self-reflexive, 
so referring to Proposition 2, Hom(u, G) = Hom,q(M, 6). Hence 2 is an R-submodule 
of a product of copies of i??. 
Theorem 2 and the fact that I? is integrally closed imply that l? is a product 
1, x ‘.. x l?, of Dedekind domains, and that Hom(Ri, Gj) = 0 when i # j, where ci = 
RjG. Form the canonical decomposition A? = A?, @ . . . @ I@~ with A?j an l?j-module. 
We must have Hom(Mi, Cj) = Hom(Hom(Mi, Gi), cj) = 0, since either of these 
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homomorphism groups being non-zero would allow us to produce a non-zero map in 
Hom(&, Gj) (as done at the end of the proof of Theorem 2). Hence fi is G- reflexive 
if and only if each A?; is &reflexive. It is well-known that Warfield duality holds over 
Dedekind domains (see [22] or [ 161 for example). Because Ri is Dedekind, ki =,,a( 
Hom,-l(Hom$(Mi, Ci), Gi) and ki is (?&reflexive by Proposition 6. Therefore, u is 
G-reflexive. 
Set k = I(R) and recall that kR CR. We now aim to show that M**/M is a torsion 
group bounded by k2. The assumption that M E 9~ insures that M is p-pure in M** 
whenever p divides k. Together these two observations will imply that M = M** under 
the natural identification. 
Regard M* = Hom(M, G) and M’ = Horn@, G) as subgroups of Hom(QM, QG). 
After observing that kA? CM C A? and kG 5 G C G, we find that k&” 2 M*. Let a E 
M**, so that CY : M* + G. Then 2 : M* + G and from above, akla, : A?’ + l?. Since 
xk 1 G, E A?” and &l is G-reflexive, ctk lo, = E, for some .a? E G where Ef = evaluation 
at X on A?. Then x = k2 E M and Crk2 lo, = k& = EX as maps from n;r’ into G. 
Set C, = evaluation at x considered as a map from M* -+ G. Both Crk2 and & have 
images in G and agree on kti’ C: M*. Since M*/kA?’ is torsion, ak2 = .zX in M**. 
That is, M**/M is bounded by k2. On the other hand, we can show that M is pure 
in M*“. Let p be a prime dividing k and suppose pp = E, for some y E M and 
fi EM**. By virtue of M belonging to &, there is an embedding of M into some 
product G’ which is pure relative to the primes dividing k. In particular, M is p-pure 
in the product G’, so there is some component projection map 6 : M + G such that 
p-height 6(y) in G = p-height of y in M. But, pp(6) = ~~(6) = 6(y) implying that 
y has p-height at least one. Say pz = y for some z E M. We have pp = &>, = PEG so 
p = E, E Im(M + M**) establishing purity. Thus, the natural embedding of M --f M** 
is an isomorphism. 0 
We can now describe the structure of the groups Hom(K, G) when G has finite rank 
and is self-reflexive of E(G)-rank one. 
Corollary 3. Let G have jinite rank and be self-rejexive of E(G)-rank one. The 
following are equivalent for a jinite rank group M: 
1. M is G-rejexive. 
2. M = Hom(K, G) for some K. 
3. M is un E(G)-submodule of a product of copies of G which is pure as a 
Z-module. 
4. MEP~. 
Warfield’s duality result states that when A is a rank-l group, Hom(-,A) : A.4 + A” 
defines a rank preserving duality. It follows from the results of [lo] that in case A 
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has rank one, 9’~ = &!,A. In light of Theorem 4, in order to extend Warfield’s theorem 
one would like to know if 9~ is the same as do when G is a self-reflexive group of 
E(G)-rank one. Unfortunately this is not necessarily the case. 
Example 4. There is a strongly indecomposable self-reflexive group G of E(G)-rank 
one, and a group A4 E Jo which is not G-reflexive. Thus, ME _&‘o\Yo. 
Proof. The ring S = Z[fi, v%] was considered extensively in [ 151. The integral clo- 
sure of S, S can be seen to coincide with 
z l+J5 lfJ13 1+Js+J13+m 
[ 
2 
7-9 
2 4 1 
(this appears in [18, p. 511). It is a standard fact from number theory that infinitely 
many integral primes split completely in the number ring S. Fix p. to be any such 
prime and let PO denote a particular prime ideal over po. This means that PO divides 
poS but Pi does not, and that ~/PO is isomorphic to the ring of integers modulo po. 
We now define T as T = spa f’S2, where Sz is the ring Z$ C QS (observe p. # 2). 
Then, the integral closure of T, F = 3, n s2. 
The integral prime po is now prime in T. Le. POT = POT. Furthermore, T,,/poTpo S 
Z/(poZ) because po was chosen to split completely in S. Since T as an additive group 
has PO-rank one, T is an E-ring (Example 1). Finally, we form the ring extension 
R = T[2y] where y = (1 + fi + 0 + &%)/4 belongs to r. Note that R is an E-ring 
since the PO-rank of R is one too. 
The ring R is called rejZexive if (Z-i)-’ =I for every ideal I of R (recall, I-’ = 
{i. E QR 1 AZ C: R} which has the usual identification with HomR(Z, R)). It was shown in 
[ 151 that when R is localized at the integral prime 2, R2 is not a reflexive ring. This can 
be checked by showing that the ideal Z = (2,1+ 6, 1 + 0) of R2 has endomorphism 
ring Rz but HomR,(HomRz(Z, Rl), R2) = J (under the appropriate identification) where 
J is the ideal, (2,l + 6, 1 + m,2y) of R2. Thus, (I-‘)-’ = J properly contains I, 
so R2 is not reflexive. If R were reflexive, it would easily follow that R2 is reflexive; 
thus R is not. 
Let G represent the additive group of R. By Theorem 3, since R is an E-ring G is 
self-reflexive. Also, G is rank one as an E(G) = R module. Set A4 = Z n G. Evidently, 
A4 E&G. Suppose that A4 does belong to 9~; say M < G” for some index set U. It 
follows from Proposition 2 that Hom(M, G’) = HomR(M, G”) and therefore M is an 
R-submodule of GU. This implies that M2 = Z is an Rz-submodule of GF = Ry which 
is pure as an additive subgroup. The proof of Theorem 4 suggests that Z is then a pure 
subgroup of (I-‘)-‘, in contradiction to our previous conclusion that Z is of non-zero 
index in J = (I-‘)-’ (in fact, 2J Cl). We will now check that the technique of the 
proof of Theorem 4 does indeed apply: If /? E J with 2J.=a, for some x EZ, then 
either x = 2y for some y EZ or there is a coordinate projection rr : Z -+ R2 which is 
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an Rz-module map such that X(X) 4 2R2. In the first case, I = ay E I. The latter case is 
prohibited due to 21(n) = E,(X) = n(x). 0 
Analogous to the definition of Me, given a ring R and an R-module A, we set V: 
equal to the class of EndR(A)-modules that are isomorphic to EndR(A)-submodules of 
finite direct sums of copies of A. Thus, .,Mo = %?g. In fact, more is true when G is 
self-reflexive. 
Lemma 2. Let G be self-reflexive and R = E(G). Then Jz’o = %E. 
Proof. We note that R is commutative by the Niedzwecki-Reid theorem. It follows 
that R C EndR(G) C E(G) = R. 0 
In view of Proposition 6, the property that Hom( -, G) : dt’~ + J%!G defines a duality 
is incorporated into the structure of the endomorphism ring of G. In the terminology 
of [5], a integral domain R is called a Warjeld domain, if for every rank-l R- 
module A, Horn,+, A) : %?2 + 97; defines a duality. Such rings have been studied 
by several authors (e.g [5,11,13, 15,221). The subrings of algebraic number fields 
which are Warfield domains are precisely the rings such that every ideal is two gene 
rated [ 111. 
An application of the study undertaken in [15] produces a characterization of the 
rings R which are quasi-equal to a finite product of subrings of algebraic number fields 
and possess a specific rank-l module A (rank-l in our extended sense) for which 
Hom,+,A) defines a duality on %Y;?, We say that Warfield duality holds for R at A, 
if HomR( -, A) : %‘$ + %?i defines a duality. 
Theorem 5 (Goeters [ 151). Let F represent a product of algebraic number fields and 
R a subring for which F/R is torsion as a group. Suppose A is a rank-l R-module 
with EndR(A) = R. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Warjeld duality holds for R at A. 
(2) The functor Hom&,A) : %i’!j + 97: is exact. 
(3) Given any maximal ideal P of R, any ideal I of Rp satisjes ExtAJI, Ap) = 0. 
Condition (3) of Theorem 5 can be used to show that Warfield duality holds for R 
at A if and only if it holds for Rp at Ap for any maximal ideal P of R. Furthermore 
this condition is analogous to the classical characterization of reflexive rings (see [ 191 
for example). Warfield duality holding for E(G) at G along with the self-reflexive 
property for G constitute the precise conditions under which Warlield’s duality result 
goes through for any finite rank torsion-free group G. 
Theorem 6. Let G be torsion-free of finite rank. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Hom(-, G) : d& 4 A& defines a rank preserving duality. 
(2) G is self-reflexive of E(G)-rank one and 9’~ =&o. 
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(3) E(G) is an E-ring with E(G)-rank G equal to one, and any one of’ the three 
conditions listed in Theorem 5 hold jbr the pair R = E(G) and A = G. 
(4) Hom( -, G) : A&J + &2’~ is an exact, rank preserving duality. 
Proof. To show (1) -+ (2), with (1) in force, we infer that G is self-reflexive of E(G)- 
rank one. By Theorem 4, _&‘o C 9~ C J&. So (2) follows. 
(2)+ (3): Under (2), J&‘G =%?E by Lemma 2. Also by Proposition 5, Hom(-,G) 
=Hom&,G) on @o so the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are met with A= G. Fur- 
thermore, since 9~ = Jz’~, property (1) of Theorem 5 holds by an application of 
Theorem 4. 
(3)--+ (4): From Theorem 3, G is self-reflexive and by Lemma 2 Jo =%‘g. We 
infer that Hom( -, G) : 4’~ + A!G is exact and defines a duality by the equivalence in 
Theorem 5. To argue the rank preserving nature of Hom( -, G) more easily, we pass to 
the integral closure of R as in the proof of Theorem 4. Assuming that R = RI x . . x R, 
with each Rj Dedekind, and forming the corresponding decomposition of G into G1 
@ . . @ G,, any M E JZ& decomposes accordingly as Mi $ . . . $A4,. Then Hom(M, 
G)=Hom(Mi,Gi)@ ... @Hom(M,, G,). Since Gj is a rank one module over the 
Dedekind domain Rj, Rj is a Warfield domain SO that rank Mj = rank HomR,(Mj, Gj); 
and because Gj is self-reflexive, rank HOmR,(Mj, Gj) = rank Hom(xj, Gj). Putting these 
together we derive rank M = rank Hom(M, G). 
(4) + (1): Clear. 0 
Thus, the problem of when Hom(-, G) : A?G + ~82’~ defines a rank preserving 
duality has a subtle resolution as our last example indicates. 
Example 5. There are two strongly indecomposable, quasi-isomorphic, self-reflexive 
groups G and H, with isomorphic endomorphism rings, each of rank one over their en- 
domorphism rings, such that Hom( -, G) : J~L’G + AMG defines a duality, but Hom( -, H) : 
AH + A?& does not. 
Proof. Considering the ring S = Z[fi, v%] of Example 4, we form R and A4 as in 
Example 4. Set G =A4 and H = R. Example 4 shows that Hom(-, H): A%‘H + A’H 
does not define a duality. 
Because G is of finite index in H and H is self-reflexive, Proposition 3(2) reveals 
that G is self-reflexive. As in the proof of Example 4, EndR(G) = R, so it follows 
from Proposition 2 that R = E(G). By Theorem 6 we must show that the equivalent 
conditions from Theorem 5 hold for the pair G and E(G) = R. Referring to part (3) 
from Theorem 5 one may check these conditions locally (at integral primes). There are 
only two relevant primes. Localization at the integral prime po (where po is prescribed 
in Example 4), produces R,, = G,,. In this case R,, is a pid, so the conditions of 
Theorem 5 hold for the pair A = G,, and R,, = EndR,,(A). Substantiation of the fact 
that A = G2 and R2 satisfy all of the conditions of Theorem 5 involves quite a lot 
of detail but was verified in [ 151. Therefore, by Theorem 6, Hom( -, G) : J&‘G + J%‘G 
defines an E(G)-rank preserving duality. 0 
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